Dr hab. Miron Wolny, prof. UWM
General information: habilitated doctor in the research of humanities, in the discipline of history. Employed as
a university professor at the University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn. He is engaged in research activities in
the field of ancient history. These are mainly studies of the history of Carthage and Hellenistic states. Within the
adopted methodological assumptions, the structure of ancient narrative sources is analyzed (in Ancient Greek
and Latin), because in this way one can try to reach the primary sources and try to establish a criterions of their
credibility. In any case, it is important to rely on the study of broad historical contexts that affect the narrative
concepts presented by ancient authors. In addition he compares the evidences of the analysis of narrative
sources with epigraphic and iconographic proofs, and simultaneously evaluates the scientific achievements to
date. The results of detailed research lead to the development of new conclusions, which primarily concern the
reconstruction of the functioning of the Carthaginian state, Hellenistic kingdoms and leading eminent
representatives of epoch. Recently he deals with the circle of scientists, philosophers and artists associated
around the court of Antigonus II Gonatas, the history of science (mainly medicine), he is also interested in matters
concerning the reception of antiquity in European and world culture.
Research career: master [mgr.] 2001; doctor 2005; doctor habilitated [dr hab.] 2016.
Employment and job titles: lecturer (2005-2019), associate professor (since 2019), member of the Board of the
Scientific Discipline: History (since 2019), member of the Scientific Council of the Doctoral School at UWM in
Olsztyn (cadences: 2019-2021 and since 2021), member of the UWM Senate (since 2020), member of the Board
of the Faculty of Humanities (cadences: 2012-2016 i 2016-2019), head of Laboratory of Ancient History and
Antiquity Culture (since 2018), head of Postgraduate History Studies (2006-2007), chairman of the educational
Quality Assurance Team in course of history (since 2016).
Scientometric indicators: Total number of original publications: over 60, including two comprehensive author's
books. Publications in foreign and domestic journals important for the study of antiquity and historical science,
e.g.: Antiquitas, Palamedes, Eirene. Studia Graeca et Latina, Res Historica, EOS. Commentarii Societatis
Philologae Polonorum, Acta Classica. He participated in the promotion of one doctor and a dozen or so masters.
Co-editor of the historical scientifical journal „Echoes of the Past”, reviewer and content consultant in numerous
scientific journals.
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7835-128X
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Miron-Wolny
https://atpvp.academia.edu/MironMiron?from_navbar=true
Research projects: As a scholarship holder of the Brzezie Lanckoroński Foundation, he conducted research in
research centers (mainly École Française de Rome) in Rome (2007). He also received a scholarship for a Young
Prominent Scientist awarded by the Minister of Science and Higher Education of the RP (2011). Co-organizer and
chairman of the organizing committee of the interdisciplinary conference "Paradoxology in Ancient Times and
the Middle Ages" (2016).
Coordination of courses, teaching activity: teaching a total of 15 subjects (coordinator of 10 subjects), in the
form of lectures, exercises, tutorials and seminars, conducted in Polish and English. Currently, as part of his
education at the Institute of History at the Faculty of Humanities, he conducts the following subjects: Ancient
History, Ancient Roots of Contemporary Culture, Strategy of Security of The Imperium Romanum, Intellectual
Heritage of the Greco-Roman Antiquity, Master's Seminar.
Internationalships and study visits: research scholarship at Friedrich Schiller Universität in Jena (2004), research
scholarships in Rome – research work at École Française de Rome, British School at Rome (2007, 2008, 2011),
participation in the ERASMUS PLUS program at Bremen Universität in Bremen (2018), research and teaching
internationalship at the Freie Univerisität in Berlin (2019).
Awards: team award, 2nd degree, of the Rector of the University of Warmia and Mazury (2008), individual award
of the Rector of the University of Warmia and Mazury for achievements in teaching (2019).
Other activities: member of Polish Society for Ancient Studies (since 2015), member of Polish Historical Society
(since 2004), member of the Committee on Antiquity Laws of the Committee on Ancient Culture PAN (2007-

2010), curator of the Students' Scientific Circle of Historians of Antiquity (since 2005), member of Polish
Philological Association – branch in Toruń (since 2015). Active participant in over a dozen international and
national conferences, initiator and coordinator of a cyclical seminar of Laboratory of Ancient History and
Antiquity Culture.

